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Abst ract - -An  inequality which guarantees that both the gain and the loss term in the collision 
integral of the Boltzmann equation are in L 1 under a truncation which only depends upon the 
deflection angle and the relative speed and thus amounts to an acceptable assumption on the cross 
section was recently proved by the author. This inequality, which refers to solutions depending on just 
one space variable, is generalized here to show that one can dispense with the concept of renormalized 
solution used in the existence proof of DiPerna and Lions. In addition, new inequalities, including 
one related to energy conservation, are proved. 
Keywords - -Bo l tzmann equations, Kinetic theory, Energy conservation, Weak solutions, Exis- 
tence theorems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The basic evolution equation in kinetic theory is the Boltzmann equation [1,2] which governs the 
t ime development of the distr ibut ion function f = f (x ,  v, t). In the absence of a body  force, this 
equat ion may be wr i t ten as 
Of Of 
c9-~ + v . -~x = Q(I '  f )  (1.1) 
where 
f )  = / / ( f '£  - f f , )B (n .  (v - v.) ,  Iv - v.[) dv. sinOdOd¢. Q( f  , (1.2) 
Here B(n .  (v - v*), Iv - v. I) is a kernel containing the detai ls of the molecular interact ion, and 
f ' ,  f.~, f .  are the same as f ,  except for the fact that  the argument v is replaced by v', v~., v. ,  
respectively, v. being an integrat ion variable (having the meaning of the velocity of a molecule 
coll iding with the molecule of velocity v, whose path we are following), v ' and v~. are the velocit ies 
of two molecules entering a collision that  will bring them to have velocities v and v.,  while 0 and 
¢ are two angles that  give the direction of approach of the molecules before the collision and are 
t associated to a unit vector n which describes a unit sphere S 2. The relations between v t, v. ,  on 
one hand, and u and v. ,  on the other hand, read as 
v' = v - n[(v - n], 
! v, = + - v,). n]. (1.3) 
We shall denote by G(f,  f )  and f L f ,  respectively, the gain and loss parts  of Q(f,  f ) .  A few 
years ago, DiPerna and Lions [3] provided an existence theorem (without uniqueness) for the 
Bo l tzmann equat ion in the case of rather general inhomogeneous data; their  proof  is quite clever 
and makes use of a compactness lemma by Golse, Lions, Per thame and Sentis [4] to overcome 
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the difficulties met by other authors. The solutions of DiPerna and Lions are renormalized in the 
sense that a nonlinear transformation is performed on the function differentiated in the left-hand 
side before defining the weak solution. Because of this particular aspect, those solutions are not 
weak solutions of equation (1.1) in the usual sense and it is not easy to handle them for further 
developments. In particular, it is not clear whether their solution conserves energy since just an 
inequality has been shown. 
Thus, it appears desirable to have solutions which satisfy equation (1.1) in a more traditional 
sense even if these may be proved to exist only under more restrictive conditions. A case which 
appears to be promising is that of solutions depending on just one space variable, say x. In fact, 
on one hand, this type of problem has been fruitful in the case of discrete velocity models [5-13]; 
on the other hand, existence in one dimension has been proved for a model [14] and for Maxwellian 
molecules truncated for small values of the x-components of the relative velocity in a collision [15]. 
The truncation used in the latter paper is mathematically interesting but physically unsatisfactory 
because it involves the x-component which should not play any privileged role in the collision 
term. In a recent paper [16] we proved an inequality which guarantees that both the gain and 
the loss term in the collision integral are in L 1 under a truncation which only depends upon 0 
and Iv -v .  I and thus amounts to an acceptable assumption on the kernel B(n. (v -v*),  Iv -v .  I). 
As mentioned before, we shall consider solutions depending on just one space variable x and 
denote by ~ the x-component of v. We remark that problems of this kind preserve several three- 
dimensional features; in fact, not only the collisions are in three-dimensional space, but also the 
bulk velocity may have components in the y- and z-directions. 
In addition, we shall consider the problem of energy conservation and prove an inequality which 
is very close to the one needed to insure that energy is conserved. 
2. A GENERAL RELAT ION 
In this section, we shall prove a relation satisfied by the solutions of the 1-d Boltzmann equation 
that will play a basic role in the following sections. It will be stated in the form of a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let us assume that the solution of the initial value problem for equation (1.1) is 
defined as a classical solution in [0, T] x R, as regular as required for the following statement to 
make sense. Then for any function ¢(v), the following relation holds: 
R (¢(v) - ¢(v.))sgn(y - x)f(x, v, t)f(y, v., t) dx dy dv dv. 
3xRaxRxR 
- -  fRa×R3×R×R(¢(V) -- ¢(v.))sgn(y -- x)f(x, v, O)f(y, v., O) dx dy dv dv. 
fR (¢(v) - ¢(v.))(~ - ~.)f(x,v,t)f(x,v.,t)  dtdzdvdv. 
~--- - -2  3 XR3 X[0,T] xR  
+ 2 fR ¢(v)sgn(,  - x)f(x, v., t)Q(f, f)(y, v, t) dt dx dy dv dv.. 
a xR 3 x[O,T]xRxR 
(2.1) 
PROOF. It is enough to consider the quantity 
G(t) = f (¢(v) - ¢(v.))sgn(y - x) f (x ,v , t ) f (y ,v . , t )dxdydvdv.  (2.2) 
JR axRaxRxR 
a~d compute its time derivative taking into account that some of the contributions arising from 
the right-hand side of equation (1.1) vanish because 1 is a collision invariant. Then, 
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a ( :  Of(x, V, t) ~ f(y, V., t) dx dy dv dv. 
G' ( t )  = - 3×R3×R×R(¢(V)  -- ¢(V,))Sgl l (y -- X) \ 0X } 
- f~×~×~× (~(v)-  ~(~.))sgn(.~- x)f(x,~,t)(~.Of(y,~.,t) Ox ) dx dy dv dv. 
+ 2 fR  ¢(v)sgn(y - z)Q(L f)(y, v, t)f(z, v., t) dx dy dv dv., 
3 x R3  x P, .x P,,. 
(0 < t < T). (2.3) 
By performing the integration with respect to x in the first integral and with respect o y in the 
second one, and integrating with respect to t, one obtains equation (2.1). | 
The above result is important  because it relates an integral in which f evaluated at x appears 
quadratical ly (the first integral in the left hand side of equation (2.1)) to integrals in which the 
factors are evaluated at two distinct points, x and y. This circumstance appears meaningless 
at first, because one of the factors in the last integral is Q(f, f)(y, v, t) which contains f(y, v,t) 
quadratically. This difficulty does not occur, however, when ¢(v) is chosen to be a collision 
invaxiant [1,2] because then the integral involving the collision term vanishes. This was exploited 
in [16] to obtain an important  inequality that  will be discussed in the next section. 
3.  THE BAS IC  INEQUAL ITY  
We shall now present he result of our previous paper [16] in a slightly different way, because the 
original presentation lends itself to some misunderstanding. Let 0 < ~ < 1 be a given constant. 
We remark that  any given triple (v, v.,  n) E a 3 × R 3 × 8 2 is in at least one of the following four 
sets: 
~= {(v,v.,n) 
~ = {(v,v.,n) 
¢~ = {(v,v. ,n)  
~ = {(v,v. ,n) 
C R 3 × R 3 x S 2 
c R 3 × R 3 x S 2 
c R 3 × R 3 x S 2 
C R 3 × R 3 x S 2 
I~- ~.l > ~}, 
v', v'. c ~t~}, 
Inll < c1/2}, 
I(v - v.) .  nl _< ::/2}, (3.1) 
where n: is the x-component of the unit vector n. In fact, if {(v, v., n) c R 3 x R 3 × 8 2} is neither 
in P./~ nor in ~,  it means, because of equations (1.3) that  Inl[n.  (v - v.)]l < e. But if the triple 
(v,v.,n) were not in ~ as well, we would have In;I < el/2 and the triple would be in E~. 
Now, we remark that  the union of the first three sets defined in equation (3.1), say 11 ~, depends 
only on n . (v - v*) and Iv - v. I (because its complement ~ so does). Let us assume that  
B(n • (v - v*), Iv - v.I) vanishes in ~.  In addition, we assume (for the sake of simplicity) 
that  if (v, v., n) E 11 ~, the integral f~ B(n. (v - v*), Iv - v. I )s inOdOd¢ is larger than some (r(e) 
( independent of v, v.) for any fixed a pair (v, v.) and any subset ® E S 2 whose complement has 
measure not larger than 47re 1/2. We shall also assume that  B(n. (v -  v*), V) is bounded. In order 
to show that  these assumptions are not contradictory, consider, as an example, the following 
definition: 
1, if [ (v -  v.). n[ > e 1/2, 
B(n . (v -v* ) , l v -v . I )=  0, i f l (v -v . ) .n l _<e 1/2. 
We remark that  assumptions of this kind are frequently made in the truncations used to prove 
prel iminary results on the Boltzmann equation; some of them can be later removed by means of 
further considerations. 
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Before stating the main result of [16], let us define 
d# = dx dv dr. sin 9 dO de, 
A(r ,T)  = f f (x ,v , t ) f (x ,v . , t )B (n .  (v - v*), Iv - v.I) dpdt, 
JR 3 x l : t  a x S z x RX [ r ,T]  
(0 < r < T). (3.2) 
Then the following result holds. 
LEMMA 3.1 [16]. Let us assume that the solution of the initial value problem for equation (1.1) 
is defined as a classical solution in [0, T] x R and possesses a finite H-functional f f log f dx dv 
at time t = O. Then there is a constant K independent of T such that 
A(% T) < K. (3.3) 
PROOF. The strategy of the proof is to consider the four subsets defined in equation (3.1) sep- 
arately. The proof is trivial for the subset ~,  because we have defined B(., .) to be zero there. 
As for the subset 92 ', an argument first introduced by Bony [11] for discrete velocity models 
works; this is based on a particular case of the relation discussed in the previous ection, when 
we let ¢(v) = ~; we omit the details that can be found elsewhere [11,16]. The final result of the 
argument is that one obtains that 
I = / r t3  x rta x [~-,T] × R (~ -- ~* ) 2 f (X, V, t) f (Z, V.,t) dx dt dv dv., (0 < T < T) (3.4) 
is bounded by constant K0, which only depends on the initial data. Let us now restrict the 
integration to 94 ', thus obtaining an obvious inequality. If we omit the factor (~ - ~.)2 which is 
larger than e 2 in 9g ', we obtain that the integral in equation (3.2), when restricted to the latter 
set, is bounded from above by a constant independent of T. 
Let us consider the case of (v,v., n) E ~.  We start from the H-theorem 
1 f f,fl. H'(t) = --~ (f'  f .  - I f . ) log -~.  B(n.  (v - v*), Iv - v.t) d#. (3.5) 
Let us now remark that the function h(z) = (z 2 - 1)log z - (z - 1) 2 is nonnegative for z > 0; 
hence, 
(z 2 - 1)logz > (z - 1)2; (3.6) 
and by letting z = (f, ft . / f f .)W2, 
s ' r  [(.,,,r), 2 ' (3.7) ( f ' f .  - f f .) log ~ > 2 - . 
Equation (3.5) then becomes 
if [(f, f.) l/2 _ ( f  f.)l/2]2 B(n . (v _ v.  ), lv _ v.l) d#. (3.8) H'(t) _< -2  
Integrating this relation between 0 and T, and discarding the complement of ~ ' ,  we obtain a 
bound independent of T for 
I~ :  fR3×rt~×S~×rt×[~,T)[(:,f.,)1/2 ( f f . ) l /2 ]2B(n . (v_v . ) , l v  v.l)dlzdt. (3.9) 
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Now, the elementary inequality b2 _< 2a 2 + 2(a - b) 2, with a = (f,f.,)l/2, b = (ff.)l/2, gives 
Irt3×Rz×S2xI:I.×[T,T] f(x, t)f(z, t)B(n. (v - v*), Iv - v.I) dlzdt v, v.,  
JR  - v , ) ,  Iv - v,I) d~dt + I °, (3.10) 
2 3 X FI'3 X S2 X Ftx ['r, T ] 
f(x,v' ,t) f(x,v' . , t)B(n. (v
and the bound that we need on the last integral follows thanks to the fact that (v ~, v~.) E 92 ', 
to the boundedness of B(n. (v - v*), Iv - v.I) and to the first part of the proof (please remark 
that dv dv. = dv' dv'. and in the transformation from unprimed to primed variables fl~ becomes 
a subset of 92~). 
We must now consider the last subset, i.e., ~'. Let us consider the triples (v,v.,n) in this 
subset and, for any pair (v, v.), let us consider the corresponding set G' of n's in S 2. Since, by 
definition, tnll _< e 1/2, this set has a measure less than 47r~ 1/2. Then the integralfG Bin. (v - v*), 
Iv -v . I ) s in  8 dr9 de over the complement of ~ '  is larger than some a(e) and the result follows 
from the previous two cases, given the boundedness of B(., .). | 
4. EX ISTENCE OF WEAK SOLUTIONS 
As hinted at in Section 1, we will show that, in the case of solutions that depend on just one 
space variable x and collision kernels B(., .) satisfying the assumptions stated in Section 2, one 
can avoid the concept of renormalized solution as defined by DiPerna and Lions [3] and find weak 
solutions in the usual sense. We shall prove this result as a consequence of Lemma 1 and DiPerna 
and Lions's theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f0 E Ll(l:t x R 3) such that 
f f°( . , t)( l  +lxl2 +lvl ) dvdx < oo; f f°[logf°(.,t)[ dvdx < c~. (4.1) 
Then there is a weak solution f(x, v, t) of the Boltzmann equation such that f E C(R+, L 1 (R x 
R3) ) ,  f(. ,  0) = f0. 
PROOF. We remark that the renormalized solution is a weak solution of 
A [6 -1 log(1 + 6f)] = (1 + 6f)- lQ(f ,  f), (5 > 0), (4.2) 
where 
AI=~+~ . (4.3) 
Also the estimate of Lemma 1 holds for our solution f ,  because it is a weak limit of smooth 
approximate solutions and thus the inequality of the lemma applies to 
fR f(x,v,t)f(x,v,,t) 
A~(7, T)--- SxRaxS2×R×[~', T] l+hf fdv  B(n . (v -v* ) ,{v -v . [ )d#dt ,  (4.4) 
(0 < r < T),  
because f~ f~. [1 + 5 f fn dv]-I clearly converges weakly to f f .  [1 + 5 f f dv]-I in L 1((0, T), R x 
R3 × R3) and because of the monotone convergence theorem we can let 5 --* 0. In order to prove 
the theorem we take now the weak limit of equation (4.2). We remark that the function in square 
brackets in the left-hand side is bounded by f which is in LI((O,T), R x R3) and independent 
of 5, while the right-hand side is the difference of two terms (1 +hf)- lG(f ,  f) and (1 +hf) - l f L f ,  
which are bounded by G(f,  f)  and f L f ,  respectively, which are also in L 1 ((0, T), R x R3) (thanks 
to (4.4), which applies for 5 = 0 according to the above argument) and independent of 5. Then 
one can pass to the limit thanks to the dominated convergence theorem. | 
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5. AN INEQUALITY RELATED TO ENERGY CONSERVATION 
As a corollary of the proof of Lemma 3.1, we also have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let ul be the x-component of the bulk velocity 
,f 
ul - f fd~ " (5 .1)  
Then 
R 3 (~ -- u l )2 f (x ,v , t ) f (x ,v . , t )dxdtdvdv .  < Ko, 
3xR × [r,TlxR (5.2) 
(0<T<T;  0<t<T) ,  
where K0 is a constant, which only depends on the initial data. In fact, equation (5.2) is nothing 
else than (3.4) suitably rearranged. It is enough to expand the squares in both equation (3.4) 
and (5.1), and replace f ( f  d( by ul f f d(, according to equation (5.1), in the former equation, 
to obtain the latter (with 2/(0 in pIace of Ko). 
We have now the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.9. Under the above assumptions and the additional assumption that the ratio r be- 
tween fs 2[n. (v - v.)]2B(n • (v - v*), Iv - v.l)sinOdOd¢ and Iv - v.I 2 fs= B(n .  (v - v*),lv - 
v. I) sin 0 dO de is bounded from below, we have, for smooth solutions, 
R I v -- u[2f(x,v, t ) f (x ,v . , t )B (n .  (v - v*), [v - v.[ )d#dt < Ko, 
3 X R 3 X S 2 X RX [ 'r ,T l (5.3) 
(0 < ~ < T), 
where Ko is a constant, which only depends on the initial data. 
In fact, we can multiply the Boltzmann equation by ~ and integrate with respect o v, x, t. 
We can now replace ~2 by (~ - ul) 2 in the right-hand side (since the extra terms vanish thanks 
to mass and momentum conservation) and after that separate the loss and gain terms. The loss 
term is bounded because of (5.2) (please remember that B(n.  (v -  v* ), ]v-  v.]) is bounded). The 
gain term will be bounded because the left-hand side is bounded (energy is bounded) and the 
loss term is bounded. But the gain term (using cl = ~ - Ul) is given by 
- 2n lc l (n  • (v  - v , )  + (n .  - 
3 xR~ xS2 xRx  [~-,T] 
× fEx, v, t)fEx, v., t )B(n.  (v - v*), Iv - v.I) d~ dr, (0 < 7- < T). (5.4) 
Now the first two contributions to the integral (coming from c~ and -2n lc l (n  • (v - v.) are 
bounded, because of (5.2) (please note that the integrals of nxn2 and nln3 with respect o the 
angular variables vanish). Then we conclude that the third one is bounded as well. Because 
of the assumption on the ratio r, the theorem follows (a rearrangement similar to that used in 
Lemma 5.1 is needed). | 
This result is almost what is needed for the proof of energy conservation. In order to conclude, 
one would need omit u in equation (5.3). This does not appear easy to do, though by using 
argument of the kind used before, one can learn more about quadratic expressions in the mo- 
ments integrated over position. For instance, by applying the general relation in Section 2 and 
Lemma 3.1, one can show that the integral 
J = / (H(~)  - H(~.))(~ - ~.)f(x, v, t) f(x,  v.,t) dx dv dv. (5.5) 
is bounded in terms of the initial data. A simple computation shows that 
= 2 ./(p+j_ + p_j+) dx, (5.6) J 
where p±, j± and (for later use) p+ are defined as 
p± = /± f dv; j± = /± ]~,f dv; p± = /± ,~,2 f dv. (5.7) 
~>o ~>o ~>o 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
By argu ing  further  w i th  the the  methods  used above, one can show that  the  integrals  of 
p±p± - j~ ,  p+p_ ,  p_p+ and j+ j _  are also bounded;  but  this is not  enough to conc lude that  the  
integral  of p±p is bounded!  Thus  we cannot  prove energy conservat ion,  though we feel that  we 
have made an impor tant  step in that  direct ion.  
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